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Classical American pragmatism -- that movement incorporating the
thought of William James, John Dewey, Charles Peirce, C.1. Lewis, and
G.H Mead,] is well known for its emphasis both on scientific or
experimental method and on human biological activity. Paradoxically,
various ways in which these features have been appropriated by
philosophers drawing on this tradition have resulted, on the one hand, in
the view that its understanding of rationality is blatantly foundationalist
and, on the other hand, that it is anti-foundationalist, historicist, and, at
the extreme, heralds the end of metaphysics. However, a focus on the
complexities of the pragmatic understanding of scientific experimentalism
and biological activity will reveal them as the essential pragmatic tools for
fashioning a paradigmatic novelty which is neither foundationalist nor
antifoundationalist but rather undercuts the frameworks within which
such alternatives make sense. In so doing, it in fact lays bare a new
understanding of the nature of foundations and, concomitantly, a new
understanding of rationality and intellectual responsibility.
The ensuing discussion will first turn briefly to the pragmatic understanding of scientific method as the structure of inquiry as such, exemplified by any and all experimental activity. Such an understanding avoids
reductionistic tendencies to confuse or conflate scientific method and
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scientific content; avoids formalistic attempts t o confine scientific thinking within fixed rules and decision procedures, thus robbing scientific
method of its speculative directions; and sets the stage for an understanding of knowledge in general which eludes the alternatives of foundationalism o r antifoundationalism as well as related sets of traditional alternatives.
The beginning phase of scientific -- method nor as a formalized deductive model, a metaphysical enterprise illicitly reifying scientific contents as
supposed ultimate truths, or a causal analysis of humans and their
environment2 but as lived eqer~henralact~vzy-- exemplifies human
creativity. Scientific creativily arises our of the matrix of ordinary
experience and in turn refers back to it. Though the contents of an
abstract scientific theory may be far removed from the qualila tive aspects
of everyday experience, such contents are not the found structures of
some "ultimate reality of nature." Rather, they are abstractive rransforrnations of lived experience, and the possibility of their coming to be as
objects of scientific knowledge requires and is founded upon the qualitative experience of the scientist. As Mead observes, "the ultimate touchstone of reality is a piece of experience found in an unanalyzed world . . . .
We can never retreat behind immediate experience to analyze elements
that constitute the ultimate reality of all immediate experience, for
whatever breath of reality these elements possess has been breathed into
them by some unanalyzed experiense.3 In Dewey's terms, the refined
products of scientific inquiry "inherit their h i 1 content of meaning within
the context of actual experience."4
However, the return t o the contexr of everyday o r "lived" experience is
never a brute return, for, as Dewey continues, "we cannot achieve
recovery of primitive naivete. Bur there is attainable a cultivated naivete
of eye, ear, and thought, o n e that can b e acquired only through the
discipli.ne of severe thought."S
Such a reiurn io everyday primary experience is approached through the
systematic categories of scientific thought by which ihc richness of
experience is fused with new meaning. T h u s the technical knowing of
second-level reflec~ivc experience and [he "having" of pcrceplual
experience each gain in meaning through the other.
Further, such creativity implies, for the pragmatist, a rejection of the
"passive-spectator" view o f knowledge and an introduction of the active,
creative agent who, through meanings, helps structure the objects of
knowledge, and who thus cannot be separated from the world in which
such objects emerge. Thus James notes of scientific method that there is a
big difference between verification, as the cause of the preservation of
scientific conceptions, and creativity, as the cause of their p r o d ~ c t i o n As
.~
Dewey emphasizes this noetic creativity in science, "Whar is known is
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seen to be a product in which the act of obsemation plays a necessary
role. Knowing is seen to be a participant in what is finally known." Both
perception and the meaningful backdrop within which i t occurs are shol
through with the interactional unity between knower and known.' Without such a unity there is no scientific world and there arc no scientific
objects.
Such a creative noetic structuring of a world brings objects into an
organizational focus from a n indeterminate background, and, as constitutive of meanings as dispositional modes of response, yields purposive,
~ system of meanings both sets
teleological, or goal-oriented a c ~ i v i t y .The
the context for activity and rigorously limits the direction any activity
takes, for such meaning structures are constituted by possibilities of acting
toward a world.
Finally, the adequacy of meaning structures in grasping what is there, o r
in allowing what is there to reveal itself in a significant way, must be
tested by consequences in experience. Initial feelings of assurance, initial
insights, initial common assent, o r any other origins of a theory d o not
determine its truth. Only if the experiences anticipated by the possibilities
of experience contained within the meaning structures are progressively
fulfilled -- though of course never completely and finally fulfilled -- can
truth be claimed for the assertions made. Such u n f ~ l d i n gof experience ia
conformity with projected anticipations represents a self-corrective rather
than a building-block model of knowledge. The meanings or rules governing the organization of experiences are judged by their ability to turn a
polentially indeterminate situation into a resolved or meaningfully
experienced one. Thus Pelrce stresses thal scientific method is the only
method 01' fixing bellel, l o r 11 1s the only method by which beliefs musl be
tcsted and corrected b j whal experience present^.^
T h e role of scientific method in understanding everyday experience
within pragmatic philosophy is evinced in several brief but telling
remarks. As Dewey observes, awareness, even in its most primordial state,
"represents a general trend of scientific inquiry." It means things entering,
via directed activity, into a condition of "differential -- o r additive -change."lo Or, as he summarizes, "There is no difference in kind between
the methods of science and those of the plain man."" Peirce emphasizes
the s a m e point in his claim that the creative interpretations of scientific
endeavor shade into everyday perceptual claims without any sharp line of
demarcation between them.12 Or, in Mead's terms, scientific method is
embedded in the simplest process of perception of things in the world.13
Again, Lewis attempts t o clarify the noetic creativity ingredient in scientific objects by turning t o the understanding of "thinghood" within common sense.14
The use of the model of scientific method in understanding everyday
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experiense is in no way an attempt to assert that perceptual experiense is
really a highly intellectual affair. Rather, the opposite is more the case.
Scientific objects are highly sophistiwted and intellectualized ways of
dealing with experience at a second level, but they are not the product of
an isolated intellect. Rather, the total concrete human way of being, a way
rooted in praxis, is involved in the very ordering of any level of awareness,
and scientific knowledge partakes of the character of even the most
rudimentary aspects by which a world of things emerges within
experience. The abstractly manipulative and instrumental purposes attribut& to science have their roots at the foundation of the very possibility
of human experience in general.15
Pragmatism, in focusing on scientific method, provides a phenomenologically or experientially based description of the lived-through activity of
scientists that yields the emergence of their objects. In so doing, it is
focusing on the explicit enlarged version of the conditions by which
anything can emerge within experience, from the most rudimentary
awareness of everyday things to the most sophisticated objects of scientific
knowledge. In providing a description of' the lived cxperlence within
which [ h e objects of science emerge, pragmatism uncovers the essential
aspccls of the emergence of any contents of awarcness. Thc pursuit of
scientific knowledge is an endeavor throughout which the essential
characters of any knowing are "writ large". la partakes of the character of
even the most rudimentary ways in which human activity involves anticipations of future experience to come.
A proper understanding of the lessons of scientific method reveals that
nature, into which the human is placed, contains the qualitative fullness
revealed in lived experience. In addition, the grasp of nature is permeated
with the meaning structures by which humans and their world are
interactionally or intentionally bound, at the levels of both common-sense
experience and scientific reflection. Thus, scientific method itself reveals
that purposive biological activity, in so far as it is the foundation of
meaning, cannot be undersrood in terms of the scientific contents or
scientific categories which presuppose it. Rather, it is the "lived through"
biological activity of the human organism, and, as such, is capable of
phenomenological description. Habits, dispositions, or tendencies are
immediately experienced and pervade the very tone and structure of
immediately grasped content, thus incorporating an intentional relationship which can be phenomenologically studied from within. There is a
rwo-fold sense of purposive biological activity running throughout pragmatism, one ontological, the other epistemic/phenomenological, both of
which are morc fundamcnlal than the biological conccivcd as thc object
of scientific analysis. There is an inseparable relationship between the
human biological organism bound tcj a natural environment and the
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human knower who through meanings constitutes a world. From the
context of organism-environment interaction there emerge irreducible
meanings within the structure of experience. Such meanings are irreducible to physical causal conditions or to psychological acts and processes;
yet they emerge from the biological, when the biological is properly
understood, for the content of human perception is inseparable from the
structure of human behavior within its natural setting. Thus, Dewey and
Mead each stress that meanings can be expressed both in terms of the
ongoing conduct of the biological organism immersed in a natural
universe and in terms of the phenomenological description of the
appearance of whal is meanr.16
The significance of dispositions or habits, no1 as objective onlological
categories but as epistemic/phenomenological categories, is that such "fell
dispositions" provide a fixity and concreteness to objective meanings
which outrun any indefinite number of experiences to which they give
rise. This is precisely because felt dispositions and tendencies are felt
continuities which outrun any indefinite series of "cuts" or particular
activities to which they give rise. As Peirce observes concerning a certain
"unboundedness" inherent in dispositional modes of response as a readiness to respond to more possibilities of experience than can ever be
specified: because :hey are, as felt coiitin~ities,"irnmediateiy present but
still embracing innumerable parts . . . a vague possibility of more than is
present is directly felt.17 Or, in Lewis' terms, such an absence of boundedness gives rise to our "sense of the experientially possible but not
experientially now actual."ls
The minimal experience always involves a durational flow, for it is filled
with the rudimentary pulsations of the temporal structure of habit as
anticipatory. The sense of the future involved in anticipatory activity is
not an induction from past experience but is at the heart of experience in
the durational present. Such a durational flow is essential for the pragmatic understanding of experience as experimental, for it involves an anticipation of a nex1 experience to come, something for which we are
waiting, an expectation set in motion by the temporal stretch of human
activity. Embodied in the actuality of our meaning structures as habits of
response, then, is a sense of a reality which transcends actual occasions of
experience.
The temporally rooted structure of human behavior as anticipatory both
requires and makes possible the creatively regulative features of meaning
as habit. Such regulative features, as Dewey notes, are "no exclusive
function of thought. Every biological function, every motor attitude, every
vital impulse as the carrylng vehicle of experience . . . is regulative in
prospective reference; what we call expectation, anticipation, choice, are
pregnant with this constitutive and organizing power."19 This regulative
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feature rooted in activity, he fhlrlher stresses, "makes possible the subjecematter of perception no[ as a rnaierial cut our from an Instantaneous
field, bur a material that designates the effects of our possible actions."?o
Both Lhe ontological and phenomenological dimensions of habit relate
to a fundamental feature of pragmatic philosophy, the creative, interactive
unity of humans with that which is independently there. Experience is this
rich ongoing transactional unity, and only within the context of meanings
which reflect such an interactional unity does anything emerge for
conscious awareness. Experience is always experiene within a world, and
the things that come to awareness within the world, and the world itself -as the outermost horizon of meaningful rapport with the independently
real, as the encompassing frame of reference o r field of interest of
organism-environment interaction -- reflect as well this interactional
unity. Lewis captures the import of this in his claim that, "It may b e that
between a sufficiently critical idealism and a sufficiently critical realism
there are no issues save false issues which arise from the insidious
fallacies of a copy theory of knowledge."21 The position intended can be
captured neither by the traditional epistemic alternatives of realism or
idealism, nor by the more recenl alternatives of realism o r antirealism,
and foundarionalism or antifoundationalism. As Peirce so well summarizes, though "everything which is present to us is a phenomenal manifestation of ourselves," this "does nor prevent its being a phenomenon of
something without us, just a rainbow is at once manifestation of t h e sun
and the rain."'"
For all the pragmatists, the flux of life as it concretely occurs contains
already a phenomenological dimension of human thrown-oulness onto
the universe through a vital intentionality constitutive of the nature of
experience as expenmenkal. Thus the being of humans in the n a ~ u r a l
universe and the knowing by humans of the natural universe are inseparably connected within the structure of experience.
Such a transactional unity is more than a postulate sf abstract thought,
for it has phenomenological dimensions. T h e interactive ontological unity
of organism-environment transaction is reflected in the phenomenologically grasped features of experience. That which intrudes itself inexplicably into experience is not bare datum, but rather evidences itself a s the
over-againsrness of a thick reality there for my activity. Thus Lewis asserts
that independent factuality "does not need to be assumed nor t o be
proved, but only to be acknowledged",23 while Dewey observes that
~ description of
experience "reaches down into nature; it has d e ~ t h . " 2This
the ontological dimension of experience is well evinced in Mead's claim
that, in becoming an object, something has the character of "actually or
potentially acting upon the organism from within itself." H e calls this
character rhar of having an inside.25 Such an acting upon the organism
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cannot be understood in terms of passive resistance, but as active
Thus, the phenomenologiresistance, resistance to our organic a~tivity.~6
cal description of the characteristics found at the heart of experience itself
reveals the incorporation within experience of an ontological dimension
or ontological presence.
Pragmatism, in attempting to unite meanings freely created with the
coercive thereness from which they have emerged, has at times emphasized the freely brought meanings, and at times what is coercively there.
What must be emphasized and distinguished is the epistemic and ontological unity at the heart of experience as providing the corridor from one
to the other. Such an interactional unity contains a two directional
openness: the primordial openness of the character of experience itself
opens in one direction toward the features of the human modes of
grasping the independently real, and in the other direction towards the
features of the independently real, for the character of experience
emerges from an interaction of these two poles. In the inleractional unity
which constitutes our worldly experience, both poles are thus manifest:
the independently there otherness onto which worldly experience opens,
and the structure of the human way of being within whose purposive
activity worldly experience emerges.
Abstract knowledge claims do not constitute our main access to the
natural universe; concrete experience does. Yet the beginning infiltrations
of meanings as embodieb in human activity are immediately present in
even the most rudimentary grasp within our natural embeddedness.
Conversely, the semiotic relationships embodied in pragmatic meaning
are nor the products of the free play of linguistic signs, but rather are
contoured within limits by the historically grounded dynamic forces
operative in that within which we are embedded. It can be seen again that
this position undercuts the dichotomy of foundationalism or antifoundationalism and, along with it, the closely related dichotomies of realism or
antirealism and objectivism or relativism since each, in its own way,
represents the alternatives of an absolute grounding of knowledge or
skepticism. At the very heart of the temporal stretch of human behavior
as anticipatory is a creativity, expressive of the experimental nature of
experience, that is unified with that ontological presence while at the
same time rendering its grasp in terms of any absolute grounding impossible. The unity denies the arbitrariness of antifoundationalism or antirealism or relativism. The temporally founded creativity denies the absoluteness of foundationalism or realism or objectivism. Experience, as an
inleraclional uni~yuf the poles: oC onlological presence and ci-caiive ncjetic
activity, reflects characteristics of each but mirrors neither exactly.
The failure of philosophers to recognize this interactional "reflection"
at the heart of all experience, and their resulting privileging either of the
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ontologically real alone or of our selective actieiq alone, leads t o the
contemporary dichotomies of foundationalism-antifoundationalism, realism-antirealism, objectivism-relativism. A d this failure involves also the
failure to recognize that the categories of metaphysics must undercut the
interactional unity of experience to get at the character of the independent pole such unity in part reflects, A further discussion of this natural
ontological embeddedness in its primordial dimensions as Lhe pathway to
metaphysics, however, requires a return to thc significance of scientific
method.
1f scientific method is indicative of the dynamics of all levels 01'
intelligent activity, then it is indicative of the dynamics of philosophic
activity, including meraphysical reflections. And, like science, philosophy
involves a second-level system of meanings. Thus, in grasping she systematic interconnections with the structure of pragmatism, its assertions must
be understood as arising from, yet going beyond in the sense of making
meaningful through philosophic interpretation, the immediacies of lived
experience. And, in turn, the test for the adequacy of such philosophic
assertions must be found in their continual verification in lived
experience. ahus, the pragmatic focus o n scientific method, far from
leading to an antispeculative position limited to a theory of meaning and
truth, provides the direction for understanding the nature of a speculative
metaphysics. As Dewey so succinctly notes in separating scientific method
from scientific content in the development of philosophic systems, "The
trouble then with the conclusions of philosophy is not in the least that
they are the results of reflection and theorizing. It is rather that philosophers have borrowed from various sources the conclusions of special
analyses; particularly of some ruling science of the day."*7
It has been claimed that the dynamics of everyday experience reflect
throughout the dynamics of scientific method. Just as "the object" of
science is an abstraclion from a richer or more concrete transactional
experience and hencc cannol be hypos~ati~ecl
as absolute, so the perceptual object is likewise an abstraction from a richer, more concrete
experience and hence cannot be hypostatized as absolute. The things o f
the everyday world, like the objects of science, are unified in terms of
their function, not in terms of some underlying essence.3 In opposition to
the foundationalist claim, the objects that come to awareness do not exisi
independently of o r prior to human activity, nor can we work back in
experience to a direct grasp of anything that is as it is prior to its
emergence within the context of experimental activity. Yet, in opposition
to the antifoundationalist claim, there is incorporated in human
experience a concretely ric;h ontological presence which constrains the
interpretive nets through which it can reveal itself as a world of objects.
Thus Feirce can claim that "There is no &9ij?gwhich is in itself in the

sense ot' not being relative to the mind, though things which are relative
to t h e mind doubtless are, apart from that
O r , in a similar
vein, he makes the seemingly paradoxical claim that "the object of final
belief, which exists only in consequence of the belief, should itself
produce the belief."30
The pragmatic characterization of the concrete matrix of activity which
makes possible the dynamics by which the everyday perceived world
emerges through the experimental activity of organism-environment interaction is a philosophic claim which helps fund with meaning the philosophical understanding of the dynamics of experience as experimental. Thus,
Dewey's characterization of the concrete ma.trix of undifferentiated acrivity and James' world of pure experience, as well as his radical empiricism, are interpretive descriptions which direct the manner in which o n e
actively gazes a t everyday experience, which both emerge from and bring
enriched meaningful understanding t o everyday experience, and which are
in turn verified by the textures of everyday experience. These features of
the relation between the reflections of philosophy and its meaningful
grasp of everyday experience are precisely the: features previously revealed
through the analysis of scientific method.
But rhe model of scientific method, combined with the phenomenologicaliy grasped features of experience, indicate that a more speculaiive levei
can he reached that focuses no1 on the pervasive rcxtures of experience ar
any of its levels, but on the pervasive fea~uresof the indepcnden~lyreal In
its character as independent of experience. This speculative endeavor,
which is rooled in Lhe previously analyzed levels of experience, and which
will be seen to reflect the dynamics of scientific experimentalism, goes
beyond experience to that independent element which enters into all
experience. The categories of such a speculative metaphysics emerge as
philosophically reflective structures o r too1,s for delineating the interwoven pervasive textures of the concrete, independent reality which
provides the concrete basis for, and which intrudes within, all experience.
As second-level explanatory tools, they are a step more abstract than the
second-level philosophic interpretive descriptions of primary experience.
But that t o which they are applied and within which they delineate is o n e
step more concrete than primary experience, in the sense that it is the
concrete basis for all levels of experiencing. It is that "thereness" upon
which o r within which the intentionality of purposive activity operates in
giving rise t o the interactional unity that is experience.
T h e passage from temporality as the basis of meaningful experience to
process metaphysics as the basis for understanding its ontological character is operative in all the pragmatists. It is found in Lewis' claim that
"The absolutely given is a specious present fading into the past and
growing into the future with no genuine boundaries. The breaking of this
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up . . . marks already the activity of an interested mind."31 Or, as Mead
states in similar fashion, "At the future edge of experience, things pass,
their characters change and they go t o pieces."32 The role of h u m a n
constitutive activity in transforming a processive, "independently there"
matrix into structured things unified in terms of their function within a
world is succinctly indicated in Dewey's claim that "structure is m n s t a n q
of means, of things used for consequences, not of things taken by
themselves ab~olutely."3~Further, the "'isolation of structure from the
changes whose stable ordering it is, renders it mysterious -- something
that is metaphysical in the popular sense of the word, a kind of ghostly
queerness."34 For aII the pragmatists, the structures of things grasped by
the knowing mind d o nor reach a reality more ultimate than the processive interactions of temporally founded experience, but rather, the livedthrough grasp of fell temporality opening onto a processive universe is
the very foundation lor the emergence within experience ol meaningful
structure. The two directional openness of experience carries temporaliry
from one pole to Lhe other, from a phenomenology of worldly experience
toward a process metaphysics. Thus, when James asks, "How far into rhe
rest of nature may we have to go in order to get entirely beyond" the
overflow characteristic of pure experience,35 his answer is clear. O n e may
"go into the hearr of nature;" one may grasp the most pervasive textures
of its most characteristic features and one will nor get beyond its
overflow. Humans are natural beings in interaction with a naturai
universe. And at the heart of nature is process. Converseiy, process
metaphysics reinforces the pragmatic understanding of knowledge, for as
James observes, "when the whole universe seems only . . . t o b e still
incomplete (else why its ceaseless changing?) why, of all things, should
knowing be exempt?"36
Like any system of meanings, the caeegorial system of meanings that
constitutes a metaphysical interpretation must arise out of the matrix of
experience, proGde a n organizing perspective that directs the way we
approach experience, and in turn must be verified by the intelligibility it
introduces into the ongoing course of experience. As Peirce indicates,
metaphysical endeavor is like "that of the special sciences," except that i t
"rests upon a kind o f phenomena with which everyman's experience is so
saturated thal he usually pays no particular attention to them.".:7
Thus, James compares the method of' science and metaphys~csas ~ d c a l
svstcrna of though! ycl allows f o r a disparity of ~ o n r e n l while
, ~ ~ Dewcy
point?; o u ~that philosophy, like science, legit~malely theorizes about
experience, but can legitimately begin not with the contents of' science,
but with the "integrity of e~perience."~'
Pragmatists as process metaphysicans are led, in accordance with the
experimental model of gaining knowledge, lo a "speculanive, interpretive
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description," via a speculative extrapolation :from experience, of what that
independent reality must be like in its character as independent if it is to
give rise to the primordial level of experience and to "answer to" the
meanings by which it reveals itself to us. And, it should be well noted
here that there is a vast difference between past philosophers' illicit
reification of common sense or scientific meanings and the pragmatists'
speculalive extrapolalion from within experience of the pervasive tones
and texlures of' the processive "thereness" which enlers into all
experience. Because ol' the nature of the calegories as creative speculaiivc
exPrapolations from experience, Peirce can claim both that his rnetaphysics is scientific and that it is "metaphorical."@ Indeed, the creativity of
science itself can be said to contain a metaphorical dimension. The
categories of metaphysics provide the illuminaiion b y which traits of
"what is there" can come into focus. Sulzh categories represent the
persistent attempt to illuminate and articulate, through a creative scheme
or explanatory structure, the processes and texaures present within all
experience.
It has been seen that the categorial contents of such a metaphysics are
in no way intended as a grasp of being in some spectator vision. But they
are also not merely hypothetically supposed at the beginning without our
having some experiential awareness of them. Like all knowledge claims,
these metaphysical claims elude the confines of the alternatives of foundationalism or antifoundationalism, of an absolute grounding of knowledge
or skepticism, or, within this more specific context, of a metaphysics of
presence or the demise of metaphysics. The second-level reflections of
philosophy must be grounded in lived experience, and be constantly fed by
this experience. Such an open system is explanation rooted in and
answerable to lived experience, nor the direct grasp of "being in itself."
Though rooted i n the lived Icvcl, ic is never cornplcicl) adcquaic lo ihc
lived level. I1 is open to change and development, just as all claims arc
opcn 10 changc and dc~clopment.Indccd, Pcircc nowhcrc indica~cs
h t h categories are absolute or eternal and in fact states quite clearly that
though hls selection seems the most adequate, alrcrna~ive series 01'
categories are possible.41 Similarly, though Lewis speaks of metaphysics as
providing the presuppositions for an understanding of the knowledge
situation, he notes that though a presupposition is logically prior, the
ideal of necessity must be given up.42
Nor is such a presupposition known by some "higher" type of knowledge, but rather it is an interpretive structure that gains, within lived
experience, "partial and inductive ~erification."~3
Because of its openness, and the conditiorls within which it emerges,
such a system must be recognized as tentative, not certain, and thus
Peirce received "the pleasure of praise" from what "was meant for
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blamc," when "a critic said ol' me thar I did no1 seem t o hc absolutely
sure of my own concl~sions."4~Pragmatism, then, gives rise to a new
understanding of metaphysical system as an open system or explanatory
structure, and to a view of explanation rooted in, rather than opposed to,
a history of evolving change.
It can be seen that worldly reality a t all levels is inherently perspectival." Not only a r e perspectives real within our world, but without them
there is n o world. Further, our world incorporates a perspectival pluralism, for differing ways of cutting into the indefinite processive richness of
reality, o r prescribing contours of a world, constitute differing perspectives within the world. However, such pluralism, when properly understood, should not lead to the view thar varying groups are enclosed within
self-contained, myopic, limiting frameworks or points of view, cutting off
the possibility of rational dialogue. What prevents this is the ontological
foundations of perspectival pluralism, a point which requires further
development.
Because any perspectival pluralism is rooted in the rudimentary contours of experience, and because the character of these rudimentary
contours of experience are temporally rooted in the structure of human
behavior as anticipatory and the nature of experience as experimental, the
rudimentary contours of world reveal a common human perspectival
structuring in which these features are manifest and from which a
plurality of perspectives can emerge. Thus, any particular perspective
opens outward onto a commonly structured field, though the art~culation
and developmen6 of this field lhrough th& structures ol'emerging perspectives may take various forms. Such an openness prevents the closure of
perspectives, for all perspectives are temporally rooted in the common
conditions of their very possibility.
Any derived worlds are rooted ultimately in the spaeio-temporal world
of everyday experience, and the perspectival pluralism within this world is
rooted, ultimately, in an inarticulate, vague, rudimentary world whose
contours are set by the structure of perspective required by the temporal
stretch of human behavior as anticipato~yo r experimental. Though "the
world that is there"46 which lends its constancy to questioning and t o new
resolutions of problematic situations is itself a meaningful organization of
the independently real, and could conceivably have been structured
differently, yet this conceivably different world could not be o n e which
belied the fundamental features of human experience.
Because [he independently real, as ontological presence within
experience, enters directly into interaction with our creative categories o r
meanings and she possibilities they allow, coherence is no1 a sufficient
criterion for truth. There is an ontological dimension to what appears
within experience which limits our meaning pro.jec1ion.s in terms of
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workability. But, true knowledge, even ideally true knowledge, could not
be correspondence, for the nature of our creative link with the indefinite
richness of the independently real makes the relation of correspondence
literally senseless. A true belief works in anticipating possibilities of
experience, but works not because it adequately copies, but because it
adequately "cuts into" the independently real as a function of the world
or conceptual contour or paradigmatic structure that makes the belief
possible. The independently real, which provides the dimension of ontological presence within experience, answers our questions and determines
the workability of our meaning structures, tlut what answers it gives are
partially dependent on what questions we ask, and what meaning structures work are partially dependent upon the structures we bring. The very
possibility of truth thus emerges from the backdrop of the transformation
o f the indefinite richness of the "independently there" into worldly
encounter. Truth is relative to a context ol' interpretation, not because
truth is relative, but because without an ]interpretive context the concept
of truth is meaningless.
Truth is agreement of belief with reality, but i t is agreement with
worldly reality, a reality which we have partially made. True beliefs
"conform," but they conform to the manner in which we have "transformed" an indefinite richness into worldly encounter. Some beliefs are true
and some are false, and which are true and which are false is independent
of us; we cannot make them so. However, without the making, without
the creative noetic activity which structure:; a world, there can be n o
beliefs, true or false. True beliefs are true before they are actually verified,
but the very possibility of verification emerges from the backdrop of the
transformation of processive richness into worldly encounter. Truth
changes in the sense that contexts, without which we cannot talk about
empirical truth, change. What was true relative to a particular context
does not change relative to that context; rather, contexts within which
empirical truth functions change. We discoveir truths about our world only
because we have first prescribed contours for our world.
The truths about our world, as empirical claims, are verified or falsified
in the ongoing course of experience by "hard" evidence. Such verification
is always incomplete, for there is always more experience to come which
could lead to the recognition that what we claim as Lruc 13. in lacl, false.
Truth claims relative lo an interpretive context arc always subjccl to
change, because empirical verification is alw~lysincomplete, but the trulh
of the claim relative to a context does not change. A belief shown false
was never true, though the claim to truth may have been based on
justifiable evidence when made. Indeed, whe:n a community is operating
within a common system of meanings on any one issue, then investigation
can tend toward an "ideal limit" of convergence. The manner of adjust-
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ment bemeen a new perspective or novel interpretation of the facts and
the perspective of the interpretation previously accepted within the
community is resolved by verification in the ongoing course of experience
based on factual evidence, however elusive such evidence may be.
However, the prescriptive contexts wirhin which such empirical truth
operates cannot be verified or falsified by experience, for they set the
structures for what is to count for experience of a particular type. They
are accepted or rejected according to criteria of workability in letiing us
deal meaningfully with experience, but workability in this case is nor a
question of simple empirical verification by the "hard evidence" of facrs,
even of faces subject to diverse interpretations. These meaningful contexts
are prescriptive of the worldly contours which make possible the facrs
which serve as the verification of empirical claims and hence cannot
themselves be empirically verified or falsified, though their usefulness as
prescriptive tools for the delineation of empirical truths may be called
into question on other grounds according to accepted pragmatic criteria
of workability.
When a novel perspective brings a novel set of meanings by which to
delineate facts, then the method yielding a process of
which
constitutes the ongoing dynamics within a community is not so easily
resolved. For there is no longer a question of testing varying interpretations of the facts bur rather there are now different perceptions of what
facts there are. There are not just different interpretations to account for
the facts, but there are different facts. Discussions enacted for the sake of
bringing about an adjustment must stem from a generalized stance of
agreement concerning what slandards are to be applied in making decisions among "incommensurable" frameworks for delinea~ing "exis~ing
facts." Such standards may be difficult ro elucidate, b u ~as !mpIicitly
operative in the process of adjustment by which conflicting meaning
systems are adjudicated, they can be elicited for clarification through
reflective focus on what is operative in the process of adjudication wirhin
the community of inquirers.
Further, novel perspectives may at limes emerge which are "incornmensurable" not only with another a priori net for the catching of experience
through the determination of what kind of facts exist in the world, but
which also incorporate standards and criteria and solution goals, or h n d s
of problems important to resolve, which are "incommensurable" with
those of another perspective. Thus, there are not only different facts, bur
different methods, standards and criteria for determining which system of
facts should be accepted. In a sense, these divergent perspectives have
cawed out divergent worlds48 -- be they divergent scientific worlds or
divergent ways of life, encompassing not just differing facts but differing
goals, differing problems of importance, differing criteria for resolving
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differences and hence differing organs for bringing about a process of
adjustment. This deepest level of incomme:nsurability, which has been
shown s o clearly to lie embedded in the "structure of scientific revolutions"49 is not different from the dynamics operative in lived experience,
though in science, as the structure of experience "writ large" and made
explicit, it is easier to dissect. Again it can b'e seen that the methodology
of science reflects the methodology of a11 experience, but each is more
complex than first glance might indicate.
Yet such incommensurable perspectives, whether in science or common
sense, though in a sense structuring differing worlds, cannot, by the very
nature of perspective as a n open horizon, b e closed t o rational discussion
for possibilities of adjustment within o n e cc~mmunity.It has been seen
that t h e interpretation of faczs must work in anticipating the ongoing
course of experience through empirical 'ver:ification based o n "the evidence." Diverse perspectives for delineating facts must work, better or
worse, in measuring up to the standards and criteria by which the
community judges them and in solving the problems which the community takes as important. And, diverse perspectives which incorporate
diverse standards, criteria, and significanl problems lo be resolved can be
discussed in terms of ~ h cability o!' lhesc di\/erse standards, criteria. and
significant problems lo resolve the potentially prohlema~icsiluation which
the foundational world, as i t emerges from primordial experience, must
resolve. This workability is something which is articulated in various ways,
which is reflectively incorporated in differing evaluarional criteria,sO and
which, in its ultimate ineffability, is reflected in differing traditions,
differing rituals, and the emergence of differing goals as points of urgent
resolution. Yet, such diverse articulations stem from a vague, elusive but
real sense of the temporal anticipatory stretch of human behavior and the
need for its anticipatory pulsations to mesh with the pulsations of that
processive concrete richness of reality from which it has emerged, within
which it is embedded, and with which it must successfully interact.
Thus, throughout many levels, truth as pragmatic is both made and
found. The so-called tensions within pragmatic thought between truth as
made and truth as found, between truth as changing and truth as fixed,
result from focusing o n diverse aspects operative wirhing the dynamics of
pragmatic truth. W e create t h e interpretative frameworks within which
beliefs can emerge and be found true o r false and within which investigalion can tend toward an "ideal limit." T h e creative intelligence involved
in radical changes and shifts of interpretive framework.^ is influenced by
socio-cultural conditions, but is ultimately founded not in a relativistic,
perspectivally closed hisloricism, bur in an oniologically grounded, perspecriva!ly open remporalism.
In any community, tht. eliciting of new community organs for adjust-
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ment in cases of incommensurability a n n o t be imposed from on high by
eliciring the standards of a past which does not contain the organs of
resolution, but must be created by ~ a l i i n go n a sense of a more fundamental level of activity based o n a history of adjustment which is in the
process of formuladng and developing itself and which will yield t h e new
communiq organs of adjudication in the very process of emerging as a
novel present which interprets its past as the condition of its meaningful
emergence. If such new organs of adjudication d o not emerge, then
community has broken down. The understanding of a radically diverse
way of life or way of making sense of things is, then, not to be found from
above by imposing one's own reflective perspective upon such diversity,
but rather from bencalh, by penetrating through such differcncck co the
sense of the various ways ol making sense of the world as i l cmerges from
the rudimentary experiential field as a primordial world ot "being wirh" in
the process of ongoing adjustment, deriving its essential characteristics
from beings fundamentally alike confronting a common reality.
Through the ongoing process of adjustment and the significance of the
emerging present, some arguments or reasons gain vitality while others go
by the wayside. Though neither are proved right or wrong, we "get over"
some, but yield t o the force of others. Such a "getting over" or reinforcing
is based o n rational discussion guided by a vague, rudimentary sense of
the inescapable criteria of workability. Though the abstract articulations
of workability take diverse, at times incommensurable forms, the prim]tive sense of workability serves, ulcimateiy, as the ineffabie bur inescapable and inexhaustible well-spring of vitality from which a community
surges forth through rational discussion, leaving behind reasons and
arguments which have become lifeless. In this way, over the course of
time, incommensurable perspectives, though not proved right or wrong,
a r e resolved by the weight of argument as reasons and practices are
worked out in the ongoing course of inquiry.
No communiq is constricted by closed horizons either in terms of
possibilities of penetrating to more fundamental levels of community or
to wider breadth of community. Indeed such an either-or is itself a false
dichotomy, for expansion in breadth is at once expansion in deprh, since i t
has been seen both that all derived commun~liesare rooted I n and open
onto the "community of communities" as i l emerges from rudimentary
experience and that, within any derived comrnurmiry, the adjustment of
incommensurable perspectives at any level requires not an articulated
imposition from "on high" but a deepening to a more fundamental level
of community. Such an adjustment, it will be remembered, involves
neither assimilation of perspectives, o n e t o the other, nor fusion of each
into an indistinguishable oneness, but a n a m m o d a t i o n in which each
creatively affects, and is affected by, the other through accepted organs of
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adjudication of some sort.51 The primordi;sl world, then, as it emerges
from rudimentary human experience, is a community of communities no1
in the sense that i r contains many self-enclosed communi~ies,but in the
sense thar i t is that foundational communsty upon which ihc horizonal
dimensions of all other communities ullimarely open.
11 has been seen that when a communiry c18f interpreners have a common
network of meanings via which the "facts of experience" as relevant to a
particular topic or issue can emerge, then investigation will indeed
converge toward a common limiLs2 However, neither truth nor facts occur
atomistically. And, when a segment of interpreters experiences different
facts because of a different interpretative meaning network for cutting
into the rich continuity of experience, then such convergence cannot
occur. The criterion for adequately cuttirig into the indefinitely rich
matrix of possibilities of experience is workability, but workability can be
established only relative to some meaningful network by which experience
is "caught." Thus there can b e a plurality of interpretations among
varying groups of interpreters o n various tolpics. For each group, identifiable by vaying nets o r perspectives for the catching of experience, is
variously structuring some contours of a world. But, as has been seen,
even the lines of demarcation of distinct groups of interpreters can b e
difficult t o discern, for such differing networks are embodied in differing
attitudes of response and may be present \when disagreeing interpreters
think their differences can be resolved by "merely collecting the facts."
Thus worldly pluralism is often hidden from view in the misplaced drive
toward a common conclusion based on "the evidence."
In one sense there is not only a pluralism within the world. but an
absolute pluralism of worlds. for i~ can be said that t h e world wilhin
which conscious bellcl, questioning and discussion emcrgc becomes many
different worlds because of new meanings, shaping new worldly contours,
that emerge from varying attitudes of' respo~nseto emerging problematic
contexts. In another sense, piuralism wirhin the world cmerges from the
backdrop of a common world, for in its deepest sense, the questioning
and doubting which changed the world could only occur within a context
which did not change but lent the prereflecr.ive constancy and communality of its meaning to the meaningfulness of both the problem and its
resolution. Thus, in a sense we restructure the world. Yet, in another
sense we restructure only within the world.
At this point it may b e objected that, in spite of an ontological
grounding, the novely and diversity of perspectival pl~sralism lead to the
view that true progress in knowledge is impossible; there is no progress
but only difference. This type of criticism again presupposes false dichotomies. Perspectival pluralism as incorporating, a t its deepest level, the
endless activity of ongoing adjustment rather than convergence toward
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final completed truth, does not involve the stultifying self-enclosement of
a relativism in terms of arbitrary conceptual schemes or an historicism in
terms of present happenslane. Rather, this pragmatic view houses an
open perspectivalism in which perspectives open onto the c o m m o n
concrete ground of their possibility. It involves a temporalism in which
the ontological rootedness of perspective emerges within the context of a
past which presents itself in the richness of the possibilities and potentialities of a processive present oriented toward a novel and indefinite future
in a process of ongoing adjustment. Historical rootedness is ae once
ontological rootedness, and the temporal dimensions of both enter into
the perspectival awareness which constitutes present knowledge a s conditioned by, but also as a conditioning factor of, the indefinite richness of
reality," worldly encounter, and a tradition which articulates and develops its characteristic features in particular ways. Tkese dynamics hold for
all knowledge, from the common sense claims of everyday experience to
the second level reflections of science and philosophy. T o claim chat this
view involves antifoundationalism, relativism and historicism, either for
metaphysical claims or for knowledge in general, of which i t is a kind,
severs experience from its creative, interactive unity with, and openness
upon, rhar which is independently there. Like all knowledge claims, the
melaphysical claims of pragmatic philosophy are fallibilistic, perspecrival,
and temporal, but nonetheless ontologically situated.
Knowledge as cumula~ivcand knowledge as changing do not lie in
opposition, but rather knowledge as changing is aiso knowieage as
cumulative, for any novel perspective emerges from a cumulative process
o r history of socializing adjustment which yields enrichment of inteliigibillty both of the old and of the new. However, to demand of such a
cumulative process chat is tend toward a final unchanging truth is l o
misunderstand the nature of rhe concrete, indefinitely rich processive
reality, the nature of noetic activity, and the dynamic of worldly encounter
within which both are unified. Further, to the extent that any perspective
is reflective of its own conditions of possibility in its ontological and
historical rootedness, it advances, for in such reflection it becomes
conscious of the openness of its own horizon onto a primordial community of communities and hence becomes open to the adjudicating
dialogue within which it finds its own intelligibility and enrichment.
T o understand one's own stance on any issue is to understand its
inherently perspeciival approach in transforming the rich matrix of
experiential possibilities into an orderly system of facts, and the illurninaling contours which other perspectives can rightfully cask upon such
richness. In coming to understand the perspectival pluralism and the
dynamics of adjustment constitutive of community one can at the same
time come to recognize the enrichment to be gained by understanding the
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perspective of the other and, as importantly, to recognize the enrichment
to b e gained by understanding what is implicitly operative in one's own
perspectival approach. It is the foundation for such a perspectival pluralism rather than for the drive toward unanimity in final knowledge which
is to be found in the emergence of a world from primordial experience as
the true community of communities.
Such a view does not destroy reason but rather brings rationality down
to its foundations in existence. What is destroyed is the view of rationality
either as having a "once and for all" hold o n truth through the absoluteness of foundations, or as being adrift ia an anclilorless flow. This
deepening of rationality is precisely what grounds creative intelligence in
its various endeavors, even in its highest
of spec~~lative
creativity, if
only one stays artuned to its demands and open to the alternative ways of
articulating this arrunement.
A true community, as by its very nature incorporating an ontologically
grounded temporalism and perspectival pluralism requiring ongoing
growth o r horizonal expansion, is far from immune to the hazardous
pitfalls and wrenching clashes which provide the material out of which
ever deepening and expanding horizons are constituted. As Dewey
emphasizes,
Life itself consists of phases in which the organism falls out of step with the
march of surrounding things and then recovers unison with i~ . . . . And, in a
growing life, the recovery is never mere retunl to a prior state, for it is
enriched by the state of disparity and resiste~nce through which it has
successfully passed . . . . Life grows when a temporary failing out is a
transition to a more extensive ba!ance of the energies of the organism with
those of the conditions under which it lives.54

When there is lacking the reorganizing and ordering capabilities of
intelligence, the imaginative grasp of authent.ic possibiliries, the vitality of
motivation', or sensitivity to the "felt" dimensions of existence, all of
which are needed for ongoing recons~ructivehorizonal expansion, then
irreconcilable factionalism results. A community, then, to maintain itself
as a community, requires the recognition that inlellectual responsibility is
no1 fundamentally the transmission of information but rather development of the skills of experimental inquiry which, in [he Cullness of' its
proper functioning, incorporates all of the a.bove capabilities. Thus, the
development of intellectual responsibility requires an understanding of
the educational process as concerned with 1:he education of the whole
person.
Education must provide the skills of experimental inquiry needed not
jusr for the adequate exploration s f specific subject matter within a given
context, but for the possibility of the interrelated ongoing reconstruction
and expansion of vision, including the reconstruction of the institutions
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a lingering influence of modem worid-view thought. This brief sketch of the distinction
between scientific method and scientific content within pragmatic philosophy, aswell as
the ensuing discussion of its understanding of scientific method, is examined and
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